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Abstract. The theorem about primitive divisors in algebraic number fields is

generalized in the following manner. Let A, B be algebraic integers, (A, B) =

1 , AB ^ 0, A/B not a root of unity, and Çk a primitive root of unity of

order k . For all sufficiently large n , the number A" - C,kB" has a prime ideal

factor that does not divide Am - £,'kBm for arbitrary m < n and j < k .

The analogue of Zsigmondy's theorem in algebraic number fields [3] asserts
the following.

If A, B are algebraic integers, (A, B) = I, AB ^ 0, and A/B of degree d
is not a root of unity, there exists a constant no(d) such that for n > no(d),

A" - Bn has a prime ideal factor that does not divide Am - Bm for m < n .

This theorem will be extended as follows:

Theorem. Let K be an algebraic number field, A, B integers of K, (A, B) =

1, AB ± 0,  A/B of degree d  not a root of unity, and Ck  a primitive kth

root of unity in K. For every e > 0 there exists a constant c(d, e) such that if
n > c(d, e)(l -r-logÄ:)1+£, there exists a prime ideal of K thatdivides An-C,kBn ,

but does not divide Am - ÇJkBm for m < n and arbitrary j.

The above theorem implies the finiteness of the number of solutions of gen-

eralized cyclotomic equations considered by Browkin [1, p. 236].

The proof will follow closely the proof given in [3]. Let Q(A/B) = Kq ,

5 = §, where a, ß e Ko, a, ß are integers, and (a, ß) = D. Let S and So

be the set of all isomorphic injections of Ko(Ck) and Ko , respectively, in the

complex field, and set

w(a/ß) = log II max{|aCT|, \ßa\} - log Aö,

oeSo

where N denotes the absolute norm in K0 . Here, w(a/ß) is the logarithm of

the Mahler measure of a/ß and so it is independent of the choice of a, ß in

Lemma 1. If \a\ = \ß\, but a/ß is not a root of unity, then

log\att-Ckßn\ = nlog\ß\ + 0(d + w(a/ß))lo$kn,
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where the constant in the O-symbol depends only on d and is effectively com-

putable.

Lemma 2. // \a\ ¿\ß\, then

logK - Ckß"\ = "logmax{|a|, \ß\} + 0(d2 + dw(a/ß)),

where the constant in the O-symbol is absolute and effectively computable.

The next lemma is just quoted from [3], where it occurs as Lemma 4.

Lemma 3. Let <f>n(x,y) be the nth cyclotomic polynomial in homogeneous form.

If <p is a prime ideal of K, n> 2(2d -1 ), ?ß\4>n (A, B), and <p is not a primitive

divisor of A" - B" , then

ord«p 4>n(A, B) < ord<p n.

Finally, we prove

Lemma 4. Let

Wn(x, y ; Ck) = (x-tLy)-
U,n)=l

j=\   mod/c

We have

(1) vn(x,y;tk)=    n   (*"/M-C?J'"/m)
m\n

(m,k)=\

where mm = 1 mod k and

(k,n)

ft{m)

degy/n = <p(n)
tp((k, «))'

Proof. The right-hand side of ( 1 ) can be written as

n/m-\

il II   (* - InlJZmmyY™
m\n i'=0

(m,fc)=l

A factor x - ÇJkny occurs in this product with the exponent

n/m- 1

E= ¿2 ^m)      E      '•
m\n _'=0

(m,k)=l m(ki+m)sj mod/:«

Now,
n/m-l

n/m— 1

E
_i=0

m{ki+m)=j  mod kn

Y      { ifm\j>

otherwise,

i=0
ki+m=j/m mod kn/m

and if m\j,

"'^ J 1    if j = 1 mod k,

^ \0   otherwise.
ki+m=j/m mod kn/m
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Hence,

(Y,   P(m)   if 7 = 1 mod/c,
m\n,m\j

0 otherwise,

and finally
fi   if (n,j) = 1, j = lmod/c,

\ 0   otherwise,

which proves the first part of the lemma.

In order to prove the second part, we notice that there are exactly tp(n) J(k"l))

positive integers j <kn such that (n, j) = I, j = I mod A:.   D

Lemma 5. For every e > 0 there exists c(d, e) such that, if

n>c(d,E)(l+lonk)x+e,

then we have

(2) \NK/Q¥n(A,B;Ck)\>(nkfK^K
Proof. By Lemma 4,

y/n(A,B; Ck)= ( - j Vn(a,ß;Ck),

and since (§) = Ö-1, we have

(Vn(A,B;t;k)) = i-<?Wk'»Vo«k-"»y/n(a,ß; Çk),

—-——log\NK/Qv„(A,B; Ck)\
[K . K0(Çk)\

= tee\NKo{rk)/Qyn(a,ß;(k)\ - [Ko(Ck) : K0Mn)   {*¿n)    logNt

= Y  E  M™)iog|(aT/w-WT/ml
o£S     m\n

(m,k)=\

-mCk):K0Mn)J^lo&m

= Y   E   P(m)(l\osmax{\a°\,\ß°\} + ofa + wteY)lo&kn
o€S     m\n ^ \ \P J /

(m,k)=\

= mu ■ ««i (»o Jf^j- (i)+° (d+•» (i))2""" "•*") ■
where the constant in O depends only on d and is effectively computable.

Now, by Dobrowolski's theorem [2], if a/ß is an integer, then

J)=tognmax{|£|,l}it;
ff£5(

H'-v^Vv^)'-
where C\ and C2 are absolute constants.
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If a/ß is not an integer, then (ß) ■/■ d and

w (^J >logAß-logAö>log2.

Thus, in both cases,
3

W

provided c2 < log 2.
Since for every e > 0

fa\ floglog ed\

<P(n) ,   ̂     l-£L > c3(e)nl e,
2»(n)

it follows that for n > c(d, e)(l + logk)x+E

log\NK/QMA, B; Ck)\ > [K:®]lognk,

which proves the lemma.   D

Proof of the theorem. By Lemma 5, for n > c(d, e)(logk)x+e we have (2), and

thus y/n(A, B; £k) has a prime ideal factor <p in K such that

ord<p y/„(A, B ; Çk) > ord^ kn .

But $1 y/„(A, B ; Ck)\4>kn{d, B), hence by Lemma 3 we have that ?ß is a prim-

itive prime divisor of Akn - Bkn and thus does not divide Am - ÇJkBm for

m < n and arbitrary j . On the other hand,

y\¥n(A,B;Çk)\A"-ÇkB",

thus ^3 has the desired property.   D
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